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Abstract 
The Nordic countries have a peculiar foreign policies that is almost similar to each 

other irrespective of their different political system, geography and populations. 

One thing that count for the Nordic countries is their religious and economic 

background. From Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Iceland, their 

economy seems to be stable and organized and also their political alienation is the 

monarchy system and dominantly Roman Catholic. A vivid analysis of all the 

Nordic or Scandinavia’s countries foreign policies shapes the ideas of this research 

work. The paper focuses on the Nordic countries economy, political system and 

their religious inclinations. 

 

Introduction 

The Nordic countries or Nordics are a geographically and cultural region in Northern 

Europe and the North Atlantic where they are most commonly known as Norden (Lit “The 

North”). They consist of Norway, Denmark, Island, Sweden and Finland, including their 

associated territories (Greenland, the Faroe Island, and the A’ land Islands). The 

populations of the Nordic countries are mainly Scandinavian or finish, with Greenlandic 

Inuit and the Sami people as minorities of today’s native languages, Swedish, Danish, 
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Norwegian, Icelandic and Faroese are Germanic languages. The non-Germanic languages 

spoken are finish, Greenlandic and several Sami languages. The main religion is Lutheran 

Christianity. The Nordic countries have much in common in their way of life, history, their 

use of Scandinavian languages and social structure. Politically, Nordic countries do not 

form a separate entity, but they co-operate in the Nordic council. Especially in English, 

Scandinavia is sometimes used as a synonym for Nordic countries, but that term more 

properly refers to the three monarchies of Denmark, Norway and Sweden. Scandinavian 

Peninsula on the other hand covers mainland Norway and Sweden as well as the northern 

most part of Finland.  

 

At 3,425,804 square kilometers, the combined area of the Nordic countries would form the 

7th largest countries in the world. Uninhabitable icecaps and glaciers comprise about half 

this area, mostly in Greenland. In January 2013, the region had a population of around 26 

million people. The Nordic or Scandinavian countries cluster near the top in numerous 

metrics of national performance, including education, economic competitiveness, civil 

liberties, quality of life, and human development. Although, the area is linguistically 

heterogeneous, with three unrelated languages groups, the common linguistic heritage is 

one of the factors making up the Nordic identity. The North Germanic language Danish, 

Norwegian, and Sweden are considered mutually intelligible. These languages are taught 

in school throughout the Nordic countries. Swedish for example, is a mandatory subject in 

Finnish schools, since Finland by law is a bilingual country. Faroese and Greenland, 

schools, as this insular states are part of the Danish Realm (Rigsfaellesskabet, 1990).  

 

Iceland also teaches Danish, since Iceland too was a part or the Danish Realm until 1918. 

Beside these and the insular Scandinavian languages Faroese and Icelandic which are also 

North Germanic languages, there are the Finnic and Sami branches of the Uralic languages, 

spoken in Finland and northern Norway, Sweden and Finland respectively, and 

Greenlandic, an Eskimo Aleut language spoken in Greenland. The Nordic countries also 

share, more or less, the Nordic model of economy and social structure: Market economy is 

combined with strong labour unions and a Universalist welfare sector financed by heavy 

taxes. There is a high degree of income redistribution and little social unrest.  

 

Conceptual Clarification  

In the words of Chafe (1994:131), “The primary requirement for debating anything is to 

first and foremost understand the actual thing being talked about”. This brings us to the 

definition of the concept “foreign policy”. According to Dauda (2015:1), “Foreign policy 

just like any other social science concept has defied one universally acceptable definition 

notwithstanding many attempts have been made by scholars to define it (Adeniran 
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2007:331). However, Adeniran stresses, “Foreign policy can best be defined through an 

explanation of what it’s actually”.  

 

Foreign policy therefore consists of three elements: one is the overall orientation and policy 

intentions of a particular country toward another. The second element is the objective that 

a country seeks to achieve in her relation or dealing with other countries. The third clement 

of foreign policy is the means to achieving that particular goal or objectives.  

 

To Northedges (1968:15) cited in Dauda (2015:2), foreign policy simply refers to “an 

interplay between the outside and inside”. This definition suggests that foreign policy is a 

reaction to external stimuli while reflecting on domestic realities (Unaji 2007:63). A 

country’s foreign policy is usually design specifically for the promotion and defence of its 

national interest which include: the preservation of national sovereignty, the defence of 

territorial integrity, the promotion of economic, military and diplomatic interest, the 

increase and maintenance of power and prestige so as to influence international events, to 

communicate ones capability to both potential and actual allies and adversaries (Dauda, 

2015:3, Alkali 1996:62).  

 

Theoretical Framework: Decision Making Theory  

In Goldstein’s view, foreign policy outcome result from multiple forces working at once 

on the various levels of analysis. The outcomes depend on individual decision makers on 

the type of society and government they are working within and on the international and 

global context of their actions. Since the study of foreign policy concentrate on forces 

within the state, different theoretical approaches to the analysis of foreign policy are 

broadly categorized as classical or traditional approaches.  

 

The classical or traditional approach takes each national society as different and seeks 

explanations for its behaviour in historical experiences and strategic realities by which it 

has been and still being conditioned. Decision-making approach pioneered by R. C. Snyder 

et al. (1966) and it basically assumes that policies are not made by state but by individual 

who act on behalf of the states. It utilizes both internal and external factors. This theory is 

considered because “foreign policy process is a process of decision making” (Goldstein, 

1999:149).  

 

Historical Background 

The history of Scandinavia is the history of the region of Northern Europe comprising 

Denmark, Norway and Sweden. Finland and Iceland are at times considered part of 

Scandinavian. Little evidence remain in the Scandinavian of the stone age, the bronze Age, 
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or the Iron Age except limited numbers of tools created from stone, bronze and iron, some 

jewellery and ornaments, and stone burial claims. One important collection that exists, 

however, is a wild spread and rich collection of some stone drawing known as 

petroglyphs. Upper Palaeolithic: as the Ice receded reindeer grazed on the flat lands of 

Denmark and Southern-most Swedem. This was the land of the Ahrensburg culture, tribes 

who hunted over vast territories and lived in Lavvus on the Tundra. There was little forest 

in this region except for arctic white birch and rowan, but the taiga slowly appeared 

(Andora, 2011).  

 

Mesolithic: in the 7th millennium BC, when the reindeer and their hunters had moved for 

northern Scandinavia, forests had been established in the land. The Magolemosian culture 

lived in Denmark and Southern Sweden. The north, in Norway and most of Southern 

Sweden lived. The Fosna-Hensbacka culture which lived mostly along the edge of the 

forest, the northern hunter/gatherers followed the herds and the salmon runs, moving 

south during the winters, moving north again during the summer. These early peoples 

followed cultural traditions similar to those practiced throughout other regions in the far 

north areas including modem Finland, Russia and across Bering Strait into the 

northernmost strip of North America. During the 6th millennium BC, southern Scandinavia 

was covered in temperate broadleaf and mixed forests. Fauna included auroachs, wisent, 

moose and red deer. The kongemose culture was dominant in this period by the hunted 

sea and fish in the rich waters (Andora, 2011). 

 

North of the Kongemose people lived other hunter-gatherers in most southern Norway 

and Sweden called the Nostvet and Lihult cultures, descendants of the Fosna and 

Hensbacka cultures. Near the end of the 6th millennium BC, the Kongemose culture was 

replaced by the Erteboile culture in the south. During the Viking age, the Vikings 

(Scandinavian warriors and traders) raided, colonized and explored large parts of Europe, 

the middle Last, northern Africa, as far West as New Found land. The beginning of the 

Viking age is commonly given as 793, when Viking pillaged the important British Island 

monastery of Lindisfarne and its end is marked by the unsuccessful invasion of England 

attempted by Harald Hardrade in l066 and the Norman Conquest. Viking religions belief 

was heavily connected to Norse mythology. Vikings placed heavy emphasis on battle, 

honour and focused on the idea or Valhalla, a mythical home with the Gods for fallen 

warriors (Magnus, 2014).  

 

Christianity in Scandinavia came later than most part of Europe. In Denmark, Harald 

Bluetooth Christianized the country around 980. The process of Christianization began in 

Norway during the reigns of Olaf Ttysggvason (reigned 995 AD-C 1000AD) and Olaf II 
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Haraldsson (reigned 1015 AD – 1030 AD). Olaf and Olaf II had been baptized voluntarily 

outside of Norway. Olaf II managed to bring English clergy to his country. Norway’s 

conversion from the Nose religion to Christianity was mostly the result of English 

missionaries. As a result of the adoption of Christianity by the monarchy and eventually 

the entirety of the country, traditional shamanistic practices were marginalized and 

eventually persecuted. Volvas, practitioners of Seid, a Scandinavian pre-Christian 

tradition, were executed or exiled under newly Christianized governments in the eleventh 

and twelveth centuries (Magnus, 2014).  

 

The Icelandic commonwealth adopted Christianity in 1000 AD, after pressure from 

Norway. The Godi-chieftain Porgeirrr Ljosvetningagodi has instrumental in bringing this 

about Sweden required a little time to transit to Christianity, with indigenous religious 

practice commonly held in localized communities well until the end of the eleventh 

century. A brief Swedish civil war ensued in 1066 primarily reflecting the divisions 

between practitioners of indigenous religions and advocates of Christianity by the mid-

twelfth century, the Christian faction appeared to have triumphed, the once resistant 

centre of Uppsala became the seat of the Swedish Archbishop m 1164. The Christianization 

of Scandinavian occurred nearly simultaneously with the end of the Viking era. The 

adoption of Christianity is believed to have aided in the absorption of Viking communities 

into the greater religions and cultural framework of the European continent. 

 

The Foreign Policy of Norway: 

Norway is a democratic monarchy in Scandinavia. It is not a member of the European 

Union (EU) but, it is part of the European Economic Area (EEA). It is an important member 

of NATO. Norway joined the United Nations in 1945 and the first secretary-general of the 

UN was Norwegian lawyer and politician Trysve Lie. The Vikings ruled Norway from 

around 800 to 1030 AD. After that, Norway was a kingdom and ruled over countries such 

as Iceland, Greenland and Faroe Islands. From 1380 to 1814, Norway was in a union with 

Denmark. From 1814 to 1905, Norway was then unified with Sweden and in 1905 it became 

an independent country. However, in 1940 Adolf Hitler and Nazi Germany invaded 

Norway, rendering it occupied during the Second World War. Norway was liberated from 

its occupation of Germany on May 8, 1945 when the Nazis surrendered to the Allies. To 

protect itself from Soviet Aggression during the cold war, Norway joined NATO in 1949. 

Norway was one of only two NATO countries to share a border with the USSR. 

 

Because of its northern location, NATO forces often train in Norway for arctic and winter 

warfare. Norwegian forces have taken part in war in Afghanistan as part of NATO and the 

UN, and Norway has taken part in numerous UN peace keeping deployments. The Foreign 
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Affairs Minister is responsible for Norwegian foreign policy as the head of Norwegian 

Foreign Ministry. As a Scandinavian country, Norway enjoys close relations with Sweden 

and Denmark including both economic and cultural ties. It enjoys close ties with other 

European countries including United Kingdom. During the World War II the Norwegian 

king formed a government in exile in London and continued the struggle against Nazi. 

While Norway in not in the EU, it is affected by the policies of large EU countries, such as 

the UK and Germany. It often works with these countries on international issues. Norway 

also enjoys good relations with the United States and Canada. It is an active member of the 

UN, and plays an active part in global issues such as trade, conflict and human right.  

 

Foreign Policy of Denmark: 

The foreign policy of Denmark is based on its identity as a sovereign nation in Europe. As 

such its primary foreign policy focus is on its relations with other nations as a sovereign 

independent nation. Denmark has had long good relations with other nations. It has been 

involved in coordinating western assistance to the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania). The country is a strong supporter of international peace keepings. Danish 

forces were heavily engaged in the former Yugoslavia in the UN Protection Force 

(UNPROFOR). With IFOR and now SFOR, Denmark also strongly supported American 

Operations in Afghanistan and contributed to the monetarily and materially to ISAF. These 

initiatives are a part of the active foreign policy of Denmark. Instead of the traditional 

adoptive foreign policy of the small country, Denmark is today pursuing an active foreign 

policy where human rights, democracy and other crucial values were to be defended 

actively. 

 

In recent years, Greenland and the Faroe Islands have been guaranteed a say in foreign 

policy issues, such as fishing, whaling and geo-political concern. Following World War II, 

Denmark ended its two-hundred-year-long policy of neutrality. Denmark, has been a 

member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) since its founding in 1949, and 

membership in NATO remains highly popular. 

 

Foreign Policy of Iceland: 

Based on Prime Minister Oddson’s affiliation with the independence part of Iceland, he is 

expected to continue Iceland’s membership in NATO. Relations with Europe and 

especially the EU are expected to remain strong. The ministry for Foreign Affairs of 

Iceland’s main issue areas are international relations, international trade and international 

development co-operation, moreover, respect for human rights, development cooperation 

and the peaceful resolution of disputes are defined as corner stone of Iceland’s foreign 

policy.  
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Foreign Policy of Sweden: 

The foreign policy of Sweden is based on the premise that national security is best served 

by staying free of alliances in peace time in order to remain a neutral country in the event 

of war. In 2002, Sweden revised its security doctrine, the government also seeks to 

maintain Sweden’s high standard of living. Foreign policy of Sweden is about Sweden’s 

relations with and policies towards other countries. Preventing risks and threats in an 

important part of security policy, which in turn is part of foreign policy Swedish policy is 

pursued via direct relations with other countries and also through bodies such as the EU 

and the UN. 

 

Foreign Policy of Finland: 

The foreign relations of Finland are the responsibility of the president of Finland, who 

leads foreign policy in cooperation with the government. Implicitly the government is 

responsible for internal policy and decision making in the European Union. The Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs implements the foreign policy. Finland’s foreign and security policy 

aims at preserving its independence and the democratic core values of society and 

promoting the well-being and security of its citizens (Amanda, 2017). 

 

A Short History of Scandinavia: 

Think of Scandinavia’s history and what comes to mind? Intrepid Vikings bravery faring 

Northern seas in preparation for pillage, while Viking reputation for barbarianism is a 

significant part of Scandinavian history, it belies the relatively peaceful formation of its 

nations – countries whose individuality rose from distinct differences in tribe, culture and 

religion as first witnessed and codified around 98 BC by Roman explorations of Germania. 

The earliest evidence of human settlement in Scandinavia was older than ten-thousand 

years. These early peoples developed a sophisticated living through hunting and fishing 

with some evidence of agrarianism in present day Sweden. Not much is known about the 

two-hundred year period (C. 850 AD to 1050 AD) of the Vikings. Though only a modestly 

literate peoples, primary sources of information about them lies in archaeological artifacts 

as their written legacy is composed primarily of folklore. Therefore, little is known about 

their day-to-day lives. The few written accounts we do have come from their victims – 

England, Scotland and Ireland, which from 1018 to 1035 fell completely into Viking hands, 

as did large parts of France and Germany (Amanda, 2017). 

 

Written accounts of Scandinavia’s history appear with the introduction of Christianity, 

which made its introduction during the middle ages. The first Scandinavia country to 

embrace Catholicism, Denmark has historical records dating back to 829. Because of its 

geographical proximity to Western Europe, Denmark leads the rest of Scandinavian in 
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shaping its society toward a European model. Queen Margaret, daughter of the King of 

Denmark and wife of the King of Norway, made use of a Norwegian claim to Sweden’s 

throne in 1388. Erik, her grandnephew and heir, became King of all three nations. Acting 

on Margaret’s advice, he implemented a 123 year period of political unity that 

acknowledged Denmark as the political capital of Scandinavia. This union was broken in 

1521 – 53, in a revolt led by Gustavus Vasa, which led to the establishment of autonomous 

Sweden/Finnish monarch.  

 

Politics of Denmark 

The political processes of Denmark are characterized by the following features (Amanda, 

2017): 

1. The politics of Denmark take place within the framework of a parliamentary 

representative democracy, a constitutional monarchy and a decentralized unitary 

state in which the monarch of Denmark Queen Margaret II is head of state. 

Denmark is described as a nation state. 

2. Politics of Sweden: Take place in a framework of a parliamentarian representative 

democratic constitutional monarchy. Executive power is exercised by the 

government led by the prime minister of Sweden. Legislative power is vested in 

both the government and parliament, elected within a multi-party system. The 

judiciary is independent, appointed by the government and employed until 

retirement. Sweden is a monarchy. 

Sweden has a typical western European history of democracy, beginning with the 

old Vikings age Ting electing kings, ending with a regular royal, power in the 14th 

century, in that periods became more or less democratic, depending on the general 

European trends.  

3. Politics of Norway: Politics in Norway take place in the framework of a 

parliamentary representative democratic constitutional monarchy. Executive 

power is exercised by the kings council, the cabinet is led by the prime minister of 

Norway. Legislative power is vested in both the government and the sorting, 

elected within a multi-party system. The judiciary is independent of the executive 

branch and the legislature.  

4. Politics of Iceland: The politics of Republic of Iceland take place in the framework 

of a parliamentary representative democratic republic, whereby the president is 

the head of state, while the prime minister of Iceland is the head of government in 

a multi-party system. Executive power is exercised by the government. Legislative 

power is vested in both the government and parliament, the Allhingi: the judiciary 

is independent of the executive and legislature. It is arguably the world oldest 

assembly democracy. 
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5. Politics of Finland: Politics of Finland takes place in a framework of a 

parliamentary representative democratic republic and a multi-party system. The 

president of Finland is the head of state, leads the foreign policy and is the 

commander in chief of the Defence forces. The prime minister is the head of 

government executive power is exercised by the government. Legislative power is 

vested in the parliament of Finland, and the government has limited rights to 

amend or extend legislation. The president has the power to veto over 

parliamentary decision although it can be overrun by the parliament.  

 

Conclusion 

Conclusively, the paper highlights the historical, political, geographical and cultural 

region in Northern Europe known as Scandinavia which is characterized by common 

ethno-cultural North Germanic heritage and mutually intelligible in areas of sports. 

 

Recommendations  

The recommendation that may stem from this paper is the confirmation that foreign 

policies of the Scandinavian states has not changed even with the wave of democracy as 

the best practice in the 21st century. The paper therefore recommends that: 

1. The government and politics in all the Scandinavian countries should not be based 

on parliamentary system alone rather presidential system of government which 

allows majority rule. 

2. Their constitution should not be based only on monarchy but, democracy.  

3. The Scandinavian countries can form a formidable team in area of sport in 

promoting their region.  

4. They should use and develop their technology as comparative advantage since 

they are not part of EU. 
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